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1 : • . : . 
effe~tiven~$S of twq verba~·- ~ehear.al techniques ~in moa1fy- • ~ 
• ,. • • ' . • . ' : . • ' ' . • • • t j . ·_. · .. . 
ing imFui~ive . behaVi.or·.of rad~ ti..o Su)?jeci:s: : ··~ot~ W'bniqUes · 1 
· , r~-q~ired rehears-ing direc;:~ions desig~_ed . to ~acpitate 
• ' • • ' • ' • ' • " I ~ 
sol uti~~ o~ \ongoi~-~ · task!:f by cont~o~~ing .. 'imp~~s~vi ty .. one· 
. --· . . . . , . . . . . . . . . I . 
. : tedmique inV'olved rehearsing the -. directions · out_ loltd d~ring 
. . ., ' . . ' . . ' 
~ll ~ six · tr{als ~ of a ~ask; the bt~~~· invalved ' initi~l overt 
. . .. . ... ' . 
·rehearsal _follow'fd b_y c?:-re~~ teh.~Cir.-sal over _·a . six trial _ ~ading _ _ : 
• I • C' .\ • • , • • • 
· _sequence. - This -. la6ter ted1nique· is similar to Meichenbaum 
·a~~ - ~oo~an; ·s·· ( 1971) - -s.~\f ...:~~~t~uc.ti~_~al 9uidan~e pr6cedur~. -
I ... I • " 
·Short lateribie~ ·ahd hi~~ errot scores on th~ Matching 
Fail\ilicir Figures test ·were ·adopted as criteria for the · 
.. · . ' . . . ~ · 
~e.le~\io~ - of- impulsiv~ s\}bjects ·. Forty chosen subjects 
were assigned to four gr·oups comprising 
' ' . 
two e'perimental 
mal_~~~nd flv~ femal~s .' • I • and ·two _control gro~ps· each having ~i.v.e 
orie· experimerital · g~oup ~eceived ihe overt · rehe~rs~l · training 
. .. . 
while ·~he othe~ received the co~er~ (fading) practice. 
\ . . . 
, ... ~ . 
. ~ . Bot~ gtoups rehearsed ~hile·~ompleting a variety of perceptual 
' . 
arid 'cogn'itive tasks du~ing _ thre~ twe~t.y-miny.te sessions. ~. A 
contrOl' gr.oup. ~d. an attentional-control group provided 
. ·. ' . . ~ " . ' . ~ , . ' . 
,I 
~stimates of baseline change. This latter group was given 
. ' 




























. ' . 
'..1 •• • 
. .. . ·I 
ively a~tered ~he irnpu~siVe r~sp6nse · s~yle· by length~ning · 
' • .! 
response latencies and qecreasincj error scor~s ·.on"' 'the .. ' 
. . 
Matching Fam{li_ar · F·igure.s _tes.t _· . ·However~ the predi'cted 
~ . . ' 
superior.ity ' of .th~ ove~t rneth~d· yo the covert' method _was 
. . . . ' ., ' ' 
. .\' . ' . 
not substantiated~ :- The· significance of both these findings 
. .. r ' • 
• • • C' ' t 
for educational purposes is discussed . 
. " : . 
.. 
·. 
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: ': ·. · .. 
. ' 
Some elementary school cpildren habitual!~ demonstrat~ . 
. . 
... 
a 9areless approach toward solving · criterion-referenced tasks~ . 
'. •, . . . .... . . . . ' 
. . . ' 
· . ·Frequently·,. ·err0rs a're ~a~sed by offering ~nswers rapidly, :'- · 
- · , \ , . . l . . • " 
l·t • ( 
. without apparen~~·)on.siderat:i,on. for ·the p~dbable accuracy .. 9r ·· · · 
appropriateness ~~~ the solution. During the la~t .decade, 
f ~.,-'1 . . ,./ • •• 
.. I ' •, 
I . 
. (" 
a.c~nsiderable " amount , of both applied and theoretically 
., .. 
oriented r~np.~rch ~·as ,rev;aled th~ importance. of .. ipdividual 
~ ~~~~~ ~ . d'i .ff~re~·ce~;:~[n ~ognitive tempo style . . The following is a · : . . · 
.· 
-( ' # 
. review of those variables deemed fu~ctionally associ a ted with 
· a particular· impulsive response style1 After introducing· the 
. 
-
· impuisive. djJnen~ion, the .re.view will consider its s~gnificance 
\ ' . . . . . ' . . . . ' . 
to coqni ti .;,e pro:cesses . arid I! tentional va.'r iables .. durin.~ 
,-... • ~ ' I ' • • 
' ' ' 
. . . . 
problem ·solV:il_lg. In . addi'tion, . the "r.ole of overt and ~ covert.·. 
verbalization and its relation to ·· response style will be 
. .· ( ' . . ' . . . \, 
prese~ t _ed. Th~s il:'formation will, be integr~~ed int9 a pro.:.:. ·. 
0 
-cedt1r~ designed to modify "the . impulsiv~ response sty'le :. 
' ~ . " . . 
• • 
Ref..J.ectio·n-Impulsive Di mension. K,agan, Rosman, Day{ 
' • r . ~ · . ' 
Albert, . and · Phillip~ ··(1964) conceptua1ized~ . the "Reflection-
" Imp~lsive" dimensipn, of cognit~v~ .sty.le: and:' defiped it as a 
decision-time variable, in~asured by response latency. Latency 
.. - . 
I 
.. • • • ~ ', t 
:! refers to the .time a' subject (s) takes 'to consider alte·rnative · 
.. ~- ' •< I 
. , 
. solutions before . committing· h.imsel'f - to ~ne of them ~in a I 
) problem situati on . with response uncertainty. · Pr imar:y . !?cho~l 
. . . . 
. children's.response style, wh~n measured by Kagah' s Matching 
~ .· ~. ' \ . ' ' . ' . . 
~ . 
' ' ' 
/ , -A 
-. 








\ . .. 
Familiaz; · Figu-~es .te-st . (MF.f) ,· has ,.demons~rated stability over 
• I • I \ •• ' 
• • .I • • • • ~ • ~ • • 0 • 
time and is 'predictive· of /succ"ess ott 'a variety . of problem-
. . . . . ' ~ ' 
solving ta.sks· <(Kagan, 196 Sa, 1.9 6Sb: Kagan et a1 ~ ·~ 1964) • 
. . ·. ' . . . - ( . . :. - . 
'. An MfF .i tern re.quires tbe child to find from among six almost .. 
identical .st·.irRuli ,_ the one famit iar -~igure th~t .. exactly 
matches the standard. The test · consists of 12 such item~ . 
• Q 
'M.Fr resultS"" show a ·· c'on~istent inverse rel~tionship .. (correl-
- . ' ' 
. . . 
ation, -. 30 ·to. -. 69) between f~equency of . recognition errors 
' . 
~ ·' . . 
and respon's.e . latency (ESka & BlacJ<';-, 1971: Kagant 'l965b). 




Thus, those wh.o typically di_splay short · latencies and high_ . 
" · 
•' . 
error r~tes are termed inpulsive: reflectiv.es are those · 
\ ' ... 
. ' 
who del-a1 before -respon~~ng and co_nsequently make ·.fewer 
errors~ ' ' 
\ ' ·,. ' ' - '\-.... 
~ impul-s.~ve . tempo ~ style was shown: to b~ a ·handicap .. 
dU:ri.n"g rec·all, r~ad.tng, inductive reasoni~g 1 and · visual 
~-
' ~isc;rimination t~sks (Kagan,_ 196Sa, 1965b, 1966) ~ PerfoJ?II1~nce ._, ,. 
•, 
' ' /1, 
of. refl'ective Ss was superior to that _of impulsive §_s "in · 
. I . - . 
some aspect ·of . each type ·' of task. For example,· ~pulsive . 
· grade o~e ·c~ild(en made m~~~ recogniti~n err~r:s ·while ·r~ading' 
' ' 
.sample selections ora.liy than did reflec.tive children of 
. 
• j. . • l matc~ed age and v_erbal skills (Kagan, 1965a) • . The most ··' 
. , _ 
freqflent error ·occurred ~hen substitution of .the oriqinal.o!' 
· word was made for pne which was structurally .similar · ,. 
, 
(e.g:', "nose" for "noise" 1 "truck~ for · "trunk.") .. Impulsivity 
. ' 
· was regarded · as. the contribut'ing factor to this pa~tia'l 
~ . . . \ 
' ' 












' ' .~ 
. r 
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. ' ' . 
· "' . ' 
... 
: ·' 
choic:e, his errqr could h~v·e been avoided~ iJisq ,_ reflect·ive 
d • r.... . . . • . 
. Ss 1performed differently· from···impulsive Ss during a s~rial , 
- . . -
learning task (Kagan, 196Sb) · . .'Results indicated that· · 
' - I r 
. . 
reflective Ss were sup'erior in' recalling more wor'ds than 
. , . . 
impulsive .ss, and· tha!- the latter group· made more "i.ntrusion" 
. . \ . 
errors (i.e., repor~ed wo~ds ~ot pre~ent. in the original 
. . 
_list)., As _·a result of 'peJi.sisti~ l<?n';Jer, refl~~tiv~ Ss 
I ' ~ f ' ' I I • • • ' 
produced better pr·oducts, whereas .. impulsive· Ss were more 
' - ·,, .. . 
oQ ' • 
apt to generate words not o~ the .list; .without: considering · 
the probable accuracy of thel.r . product. Generally, the 
' • ' • ' I • ' 
. . . 
impulsive· C:hild has difficulty in sustaining at.tention ·_to 
.. 




Sine~ r~flection dur"ing· decision making_ is related · 
to success in .various cognitive ~a~ks, consid7r.able effort ~ 
has been' focused on ,m¢ifyin~ th/ ~pulsiv~ st~·Ie_ (Debu~ ,· . . 
1970: Heider, 1971 ·~ l<agan, Pearson & Welch, 1966; ~eichenbaurn 
. . .. · 
• p'J • • 
& Goodman, 1971; Ridberg, Parke & Hethering~on, _1971; Yapdo 
• I 
· & Kagan,' 1968; ielni~er, ·et al. ' · 1972). "t.he initial success 
. ' 
.of some·.' of the techniquf ·des_cribed in' these studies .encourages ... 
. . ' 
an at~e~pt at further investigation, especially . with the aim 
of designing a viabl'e procedure having educational use. 
. . . .: ~ •. ~ 
Designing such a procedure involves considering dimensions 
. ' 
. . 
other than cognitive tempo styte which also affect successful 
. . ' \ . 
. p~o,.; .· .•ol'ld.nq ,;. nameiy., cOgnitive _.Pr~cesses 
'varia les. ·. : . .. 
. . 
'and attent~onal . 
(:· 
.. 
• 0 . 




.-· I , 
'. 





. . , 
J 
r- . 
cQqnitlve ~Pr~c~s~e-s and ·Attentional·Va.riables: 
Me~c~enbaum aftd .doodman (1971) emphasized the ~po~t~nce ' of . 
• < ~ • . • :0 . 
·" C'onsidering . the following cogni.tive processes requ.ire~ during 
·.. <i ' • . • ' . 
·' 
'· 
p7oblem ~ol ving :· ~~mpr~hEmsi.on of ~~e ~robl~~~ ;· produc~i ... ~n 
0 •• • 




. . . 
and 'implementation of subse~emt 
.. ' • • 1 
, . 
f . 
iz:ations can be made abou't these 
.' : • .iJ '1o ~ 
" . ' . 
mediation. Twol!'·general-




~dequate.< comprehension, prqduction, and m~.diatfon determine 
-~· . ' .. t. . Q ' . - • • 
. SUCCess' on .a ' task;·· anCl (2) · the verbal mode ~'f ·-~OimllU~lcation 
and guidance, wl;let;:her covert , or _overt;., is co'mmon 'to· all tbese. . ' . 
. . ( 
processes. A potentially useful relationshl:p exi_sts bet\\reen · 
1 .• 




at'ions •. · ,. 
I The aforementioned cognitive processes are exerc~sed 
' ' 
· ~ . d~ring the decis:kon-time intervaJ.. . :.Jl~J.?t intervals' ~uch as 
' ~ \ , ' . 
th~se ex·hibi ted by impuls.ives,. likely' .prevent .o~ interfere 
. . 
. . 
with the co~pleti'on of these processes. If an abrupt' 
' • I ,. 
. . . 
'tenbination occurs pefore the. r~quired ~n-~rnal information . 
has been'process~d, failure on the task w~d seem in~vitabl~. 
. . " 
' ' 
Q . ' 
Thu,s, . retar~ing the tel'l!-p~) duri-ng the presilmed'co~nitive .. 
·, ' 
activity, throUgh direct or indirect . reinforcem~nt, may 
sustain at~ention and allow for uninterrupted comprehen~ion 
~ . 
) .. . . -: 
of the problem,· production of a appropriate mediators, and 
Q ' .. 
irnplementati·on of subsequent mediation. Howe,·er I training , . 
. . . ~ "' 
. , . 
. . ~ 
impuls~ve 'childre~ to i~ctease their latencies_ on ·the MFF · 
,., 
. . 








- ' ,... 
197.0; Heider; 1971; Kagan et al., 1~66). Pres-umably then, 
poor performance is caused not ~n~y by impulsive tempos ~ut . 
Q 
also by. ina4eq~ate problem-solving skills. Deficiencies at 
' Q 
each. of the three problem-so~ving · phase~ have been well 
investigated. 
0 
Bern (19-10-r- ~mph~si~e~ th·e ~robability of · a co~pre-
;_. , . , 6 " .... 
hension deficiency as being antecedent to poor per.formance •. 
~. ~ 
• Training aimed at providing an internal r~present~tion of 
the desired outcome Gf the prpblem ~faci.+i tated i t:·s ·.solution 
jsem, · 1970){_~ ., 
Reese "(1962) attributed failure on a· task · to / it',: . '. 
. . · .... ·. : - ':'' . . "\ 
.... • ... . I" '• • •• I . . - 4 
child • s inability. ~o use :releva11:t "'(ord;?. in an intra..:directive 
ma~rier, tha~ is, ~e w~s not abie'~o verbally mediate his 
,.. 
~roblem-solving behavior adequately. 
I • 
Another. group_ of researchers (Daehler; Horowitz, 
Wynos, & Flave~l, 1~69; Flavell, Beach & Chinsky, 1966; 
' . 
Moely, Olson, ' Halwes & Fl~vell, 1969) have.indicated that 
J 
" 
defici~nt ' production of verbal mediators is the cause of 
~oor .performafice. Despite ·'the 'availab:ility of wor<;ls· or . 
. . 
· . · instructions in his c·ogni.tive_ repertoire, the chi~d does not 
L · /spo. nta~eo'u:·iy. produce them to. media~~ - ~sk behavior. .1'-Thi~ .· ,.. . ~ ; , as s~es; th~ t the young child , by a~e five ', doe~ /have th6! 
. ,. ,~ . 
.. 
.. 
ability ~o use~erbal mediating responses (Cook '& Smothergill; 
,. 
. 
19'71).. _ ; 




of .appropriate attentional· 
. . 




. I .. 
~. . . 
. , ' 












to the MFF have been identified as being detrimental · to 
impulsi~e ~s. Drake (1970) and~Siegelma~ (1969) indicated 
· ~that impulsiv~ S~ ignore more alternatives than do reflective 
- . 
.·§_s when scanning them before choosing. While not discrim:.. · 
inating ~ong . minor differences'· impulsive ~s seem to be 
in search of som~ variant that globall~ resembles the 
standard.· 
~ . , 
Thus a ' comp~nsatqry training program designed to 
improv~ per.formance of . impulsiv~·~s must aim not ·only at; 
. , 
retarding latency but also at overcoming possible'cognition 
deficiencies~ As a.component of all three cognitive pro- . 
cesses, appropriate verbalization could be instrumental in 
the completion of each one • . It i 's now nece~sary .to · e~amine 
the specific role of verbalization in problem-solving· 
relative to cognitive processes and response style. 
Role .of Verbalization. kohlberg, Yaeger, and 
.. 
Hjertholm . (I96~) cite considerable support for Vygotsky's 
(1962) theory. Vygotsky bel~~ves that the ·older ,child and 
the' adult <1i::e capable, of 'Fngu.istic self-g\)idance \pd self-
qontrol in a covert fashion. Since the yaunger,Aild cannot 
·~direct his actions. ih this way'· he vocalizes h~s s~lf-d,irection 
overtly~ This overt self-direbting speech declines ~ith age, 
. •, 
con~inuing as verbal thought. . ' The supporting evidence of 
• 
Vygotsky ·' s conteJ:ltion ·derives from the work of Flavell, et 














' These studies 
. . 
' -
••• support the postuiated age increase 
•' 
in cognitive self-guiding private speech, ". 
the-postu~ated increase in its · interna1-
ization with age, and the postulated 
functional role of private· speech in task 
performance . 
... The fihdings reviewed indica~e the 
truth of Vygotsky's contention that 
(some) pr~vate speech in task settings 
seryes self-guiding functions · and that 
such speech Q.as. ·a curv~linear co~rse of· 
age increase and,then of interiorization. 
, . Kohlb~ et. al. (1968), p. 697 
A further study indicated that for ·a specifi~ finger-t~pping 
task, ~ver\t self.-verbalizations of · pupils in kindergarten 
./ . 
. 
had greater functional control.over nonverbal betlaviQr than 
.did covert verbalizations. Rowever·, for first gr·aders, 




& ' Go~man, 1969). 
Thu~; 9eneration of either overt or ~c~vert speech as 
.. . t 
' 
an effective mediational and att'entional guide during task 
I • 1 
perform~ee appears to be -dete~i~ed by ~age or- the _stage 
9~hic,h . cogni tiv~e~elopmerii has reached. deneral~ly. spe~king, 
Y?Ung,er chil"dren up tO£ approximately age six empioy overt 
speech while older children generate covert ·spee~h. It may 
i!>e possible td' ut·ilize this'" general finding . in the area of 
. . . 
· · ... teaching (i.e~ , youngsters might learn best with the mode 
\ .. 









of .overt and cov·~~t rehearsal with younger and older . children -
.. 




. . · 
e . 
strategy in the acquisitio~ -of pr~blem-solving skills and 
" 
of increased se'lf-control. '!!his statement c;:an be partially 
supporteq from research f...indings but with some enlight~ning 
• t 
reservations. 
In the .context of Kendler and Kendler's (1961) 
, - ~esearch, an optimal reversal . shift subsequent to discrim-
0 ination· learning provides. ~n example of a dependent, variable 
' • I. . .. 
which can be assumed to be an indication of · learning, 
transfer·, and the ext~nt of r~levant covert (verbal) 
\ 
mediation. The proportion of children who make reversal 
shifts increases w~th age, probably becau~e as children get 
~ 
older they are more · likely to respond to 'a discrimina~ion 
learn~n_g situation by making covert ve_fbal mediating responses 
. . 
. which facilitate transfer from a stimulus+ to a ' stimulus 
(Kendler, ~ 1964) ] Kendler determined that instr~cting 
younger (kindergarteno) children to overtly label stimulus· + 
. . 
and stimulus .- (i.e . , to make overt ver'bal -representation} 
' ' 
signi ficantly increases their te~dency to make reversal · 
shifts. Thus, overt verbaliz~tion for younger children 
~ 
-pz;oduced a function s,imilar to that assigned to the cove.t"t · 
mediating response for older children. 
. ' . 
As welt as · supporting t~e ~forementioned su~~estion 
that ·overt_ reh~arsal is benefic-ial for younger ~liil~ren, 
Kendler's research ·attributes the beneficial effect to . 
facilitated mediation. However, r~sults of other studi es 












Weir and Stevens~n. (1959) predic:=ted that ,overt 
verba~ization would be less effective ih facilitating the 
learning of a relativ~ly simple task for older (ages seven 
' . ' ' 
and nine) ~han for. younger (age? three and five) §_s. 
. ' . 
. However, the ~esults · indicated facilitative learning at 
A , 
all sampled ages. Similar results were obtained by Grqss 
· '(1972) who found .tn'~t overt verbalization upon ' initic~tl 
presentation facili ta'ted concept labeling and use of complex 
' ' . ' . . -~ . \ . " 
' ' t-~lutions w~th six to ·efeven Y.~ar olds. Although di~fere~t 
tasks we~l us~d, auth~r~ of bo~h ~t~dies concluded th~t 
since the overt verbalization directed ·a S's attention to . 
relevant stimulus cues, · a solu.tion strategy was made · more 
1 
facilitative than the one produced by nonverbalization for 
both older .and younger Ss. 
, 
Both these stud.i:es had p'redicted ·. a differential 
'' 
effe~t 'of overt verbalization across ages with the fotlowing 
/ 
·hypothesis: by about age s~ven, overt verba.lization duri'ng 
r 
sol~tion would have an interfering· effect on .the already 
internalized covert . mediating processes. Although this 
· .hypothes~was not substantiat~d; .the rationale is p~rtially 
e ~ 
·supported by Murray's (1967) study_ using a short term 
memor~ : ta.~k. with adults . . Hi,s ~ults Indicated that overt 
rehearsa·l was 'less efficient .than was covert rehearsal, 






... . . 
10 rl 
devoted ~o the speaking act may have interfered with rapid 
-
.. , 
.subv,pcal rehearsal, a . covert process .... 
' ' . 
p 
Overt and Covert Training . Effects. An integration of 
the above findings 
in.teraction leffec~ 
suggests that the obse~ed developmental 
between ~vl!'r_t-covert rehearsal and age __ 
does not apply--to . all t~sks. The· ~ essential . d~te·rminant is .the 
amount and type of attention ·.demanded by the task. However, 
impulsive c~ildren characteristically lack ~fficient attentional 
skills. Theref6re, when sustained attention and scanning 
strategies are mo~e important than .mediational acti~ity in 
the successful complet~on of a task, an over~.verbal rehearsal 
. . 
pattern w6uld appear to be .. md~re effective than a covert one ,, 
~n teaching these'~kills to impulsive children; rega~dless 
of age .. Since overt. verbal practice of self-directed commands 
designed to _. im~rov~ attending be~avior was successful in 
fac:i.li tating vo.luntary control of hyperactive nine-year olds, 
(Pal~es, Steward, & Kahana, 1968) perhap..s a · similar technique 
would be effective with impulsive school children. , 
An ·equl.valent balance. of. importance between attention 
~and mediation was recog~ized by Meichenbaum and Goodman (1971) 
~ incdrporated them i~ a cognitive self-i~structional 
tradning ' procedure designed ~o alter ~he behavior of im-
_pulsive children aged seven to eight years. Their mode of 
instruction was a ve~bal fading procedure · (i.e., wh i le 
completing · various. tasks th~ §_ was - required to talk to him-















fading sequence). The _2 ·~as· given. prac·t~ce in ~ar~ii1g 
di.rections designed ~o facilitate problem-solving .·by con.-
tr~lling im~ulsivity. The cqntent of the verbalizat~ons 
demanded atte'rttion ana suppLied appropriate .mediational 
I) 
st.rategies to complete the tasks . . Posttest resuits for .the 
(> 
experimentally trained group indic~ted longer MFF latencies 
,. I 
. / ' \ 
,. 
than did the results for control gro.ups bu~ there was no 
t,· \ ' . 
significant difference in error scores. However, result~ on 
a variety of other measures of motor behavior and Performance 
IQ supported :the succes~ o.f thi~ techniq~~ in 9ontrolling . the · 
\ • • t • 
disadvantageous conseque~~es of the impulsive style . (In ' the 
same a'rticle ~eichenbaurn and Goodman ·r,eport : a subsequent 
'. 
Po • • • • ' 
. study where the tec~ni~ue was successful ~n'decreasing error 
. . ( . 
. . 
.. . scores .wi ~h okindergarten and grade one su~jects). 
Th~s, . ~lthough Meichenbaum and Go~dman's ' fading pro-
cedure . (i.e. ', overt to covert). was ininimal_ly successful in 
·.reducing MFF error scores, a solely overt rehearsal procedure 
could be·instrumental in producin~ more substantial ~ffects. 
:on . MFF results.' 
. I 
At~entioq, both sustained before responding, · 
and that devoted to. ·the proper cues of the situa~n·: ~hou.ld · 
' . 
·be . ~. crucial factor. in altering the impulslve . response ' style. ·. 
' _, . ~ overt rehearsal would then be most effective in attaining 
, . 
. . . 
these attent1ona~ strategies~ . • 
• 411 
. . 
• I An uncontroll.ed variable ' among the constituents of 
. .. . . \ . 
the· fading procedure further war~ants · the · superiori~y of the 
( ... . 
solely overt procedure. Meichen~awn and Goodman's tec~ique·· 
consisted of~ 







12 ...... . . 
• • • First·, Expe·rimenter (E) performed i a 
task talking aloud ,while -Subj ec1J'" ·C§) 
observed .(E acted as model); then S · 
performed the same task while. ,E .in= 
structed -s aloud; then s was laked to· 
per~orm the task again while 'instructing 
himself .'aloud: the s performed the task 
while whispering tonimself Clip move·ments); 
and finally s performed the task covertly 
(without.l~p-movement), • I • 
... 
(Meichenba~ & ~odman, '1971, pp. 116-117) 
Among the purposes of thi~ procedure, one was to teach the 
.\ 
~· to genera~e covert verbal meqiati~:m which would provide . ,. 
guidance .in his overt behayior. Luria (1961) ~reposed that. 
the acquisition · of tovert verbal control was characteristic 
. ' 
of the last of. three stages that children Undergo when 
deveioplniJ .the skill ~f m~iational respondii¥1• During the 
'""'illsti. stage" the c!tild' s verbalizations do not exert control 
·over behavior~ during_ the "second·stage" self-provided overt 
. . 
verbal mediation d1rects overt behavio~ as does . c~v~rt . . 
. . 
mediation du;ing the '"thir~ stage"·. I • , The fifth trial of .the 
. ... ' 
above fading procedu~e . presumably allows for practice in covert 
' . 
·mediation of ta~k behavior by instructing the S to think.of 
the verbalizations while· per.forming. the task . . . However, it 
. . ~ . 
is possible .that some. children would not necessarily obey 
. . 
instructi~ns · through unwillingness o~ inability~ Since the. . 
procedure of this fifth trial' provides no assurance that the 
internalized mediational' process is ac~ually occurrin9, · th~n 
. . 
this trial woul'd not necessarily.' be in'strumental in t~aching 
. . ,,. 
the genera~ skill of. covert mediational responding. Having 
Ss .approx~te ·Luria's ."second stage" by overtly rehearsing 
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13 
. . . 
,, . ('- . . .. 
~y ·. al-lowing observatio_n . of avert task behavior which i~ turn 
-:: . \-a~.sur~-~~ -~~ the media~ion wa~ ~ccurriJ:lg·. 
. '\ " .. 
. . . . 
wouid prQVide SO~e 
Moreover, practice at this "second s~age" may· facilitate - a 
I ' • \ 
0 
greater' spontaneous transfer"" to Luria I 8 "third- stage". after 
..,. 
tra~ning. 
The validit~ of · t~i} ·re~s~ning will be assessed ·~sing 
. 
' 
a research design which allows comparison of the e~~ects of 
both overt and covert · rehearsal with grade. two Ss. ~ Control 
. - . groups wH.l ·be included to provide a baseline estimate of 
rj . 
; · change. It· is predicted that an overt self-verbalization 
. 
· procedure will be more · e~fective than ~.ill a covert fading 




Subjects~ .· Fifty.-eight .. boys o~nd thirty"7six ·. g'irls 
attend in~ .. the. $e.con~ · gr~de · in two· ~~rner Broo~ _schools we~e 
giv~n. the MFF by_a ~ale,expe~imentei (~). Satple MFF · ite~s 
· _and instructions appear in Appendix -A. The Ss' latency-was 
I o ' · -
m~asured) with _'a · Meylan-Brenet. tls · sto'P,watch. From the initial· 
. ' ' , 
s~ple , . twenty. impulsfve Ss from- each sex wer~ .selected·' ~or 
. . ' . 
the modification procedure on the pasis of two .criteria. 
. . . 
Latency scores of chosen Ss had· to fall below that of tJ:teir 
. . ..., . - . . . 
.. . r~spective sample ~ean (mal~ 0~/emale_ ~ and error scor~s of 
these Ss had · to fall ·above.· t£t' of their respecti:ve sample · 
mean •. · These ~rit'eria were el)lforced to· ensure that. chosen ~s 
/ 
. ·."'( 
. were characteristic of Kagan's impulsive - syndr~me ( i .e., 
' I 
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,' \ . . 
f~s~-responding~ low-error) identified by Eska and Black (1971).~ I 
I • 
. \ . . . a~e range. of . the selected Ss was 90 months to 105 
mo~ths with a mean of ' 96.8 for males and 96.3 for •females. 
I 
Use of a group with. a narrow ag~ ranqe.made it possib~~.to 
use' training tasks . of optimal difficulty for all. 
. ' . 
Both schools were ~'.siw·:ed .in s~ila~ socio-economic · 
.areas. 
' ! 
s's of each sex, .matched with the ' counterbalancing~ . 
I • 
· · t~dmique on MFF latency scores, 'were . assigned to four groups· 
of ten each (five male.s, 'five females). .The Ss were dis- · 
/ · ·tributed in .this manner to minimize inter-group mean differ-
·en~es ~ . The resultant g~oups·. had at least two males anti two I 
. . ,, . . . 
femal~s · from either school, approxfmatirlg equal represe~~atlon. 
- . . ! • 
I ' ' • 




treaqnE:mt groups, one at.ten~i~na_l-contr~l ·group, and ·o.ne · c~nt~ol · ... 
. ' • .. ,
g:z::oup. · .The essential difference between . the two trea~ent groups 
. . \ · .. . ' .. 
"is discussed in detail below. The_ attention~l-control . group ,~~ 
. . 
provided an ~stimate· of .change~.ue to t~ent~on given by ad.ult~ ,. 
{) . ,/ . . 
·and .·to prac;:tice on the tasks. Th se factors are suppqsedly .· 
0 • • o f I 
i.ndep~ndent .of the verbalization and strategy tra'ining. . The 
· control group underwent ,pre- and post testing· only .. 
I ~ ' ' 
The experim~ntal and attentional-control groups 
. . .• . . 
participated in three 2·0-minute tutorial sessions -dur1ng ~ 
' .... ~ ' . ~ \ . . . 
· two-week period with the same male E. who had a~inistered the . 
~ ' - . 








imp~.tsive cliildren ·find most diffic~lt, namely, visual motor 
~ . . . 
task~ ~equi~c· fin~ motOlJ C~rdination, and. tas~s requiring 
prolonged at ~ntion ·before responding (Douglas·, 1972). The · 
. . 
' . . . 
ten different tasks included: (1) two relatively simple ones 
involv.ing. the completion of vis~a'I motor · exercises' which 




four tasks requiring su~tained attention and careful scanning 
' . ' 
. . 
. ' ~ . . . . . ..__ . 
str.ategy '· for w~~ch perceptual informa-tion is sufficient for 
.... \ . . . 
solution; and (3) fou~ tasks which ~equire cognitive reasoning 
for ~P~\lt~on. This ·last group of ·tasks incllided various. 
activitie~ s.uch as categorization and. s.equential reas~ning­
which require verbal rned~ation for . their performance. 
The tasks, illustra~ed in Appep4~x B with.· their 
. ' .. . . 
respect·ive .instructions, consisted of the ·.<following: seJ.ected· 
exerc::ises frord.- Readin·g-Thipking Skills (Continental Press,· . 
' . . ~ . 
· ~ 
'1971) ; years VII . and ,VIII of the Porteus Maze-Vinela~d Revision '( 
' . . ·' . . (P_or.teu's·, 1950), the -Porteus Maze Extension (Porteus, 1955), 
. ( 
I • • 
and· the ·Porteus Maze Supplement (Porteus, 1959}; the Visual 
. ' . ' ' •· 
• . ' , 0 
r. Closure' subtest of. the Illinois .Test of ~sy~holingui~t;ic 
·Abilities (Kirk, McCarthy, ~Kirk, 1968); and visual-motor 
exercises similar ito those found in the Developmental Test. of 
• 4 • • • 
.. · Visual P.erception (Fro~tig, Maslow, Lefev~r, & Wl)d.ttlesey, 
1964) .• ...  
·Both e~peiimental,..-groups underwent veroalizing·, which 








took place before and during the· ~as·k, to enable the contrpl - n 
• " . 1 
?.Jof impulsiveness and tile \:ise of appropriate p~obl.em-~olving 
. 







. . ' 
. ~ : 
-.. 16-
., . 
the s would have ~dequate time to determine - ~hat to do · and 
• • ~ .. • ' .. \ • f) I ' ' I 
how to do · it. These directi~ns supposedly compensated for 
comp~ehension, medi~tion and . . production _'defic~encies. 
The c~vert· exp~rimenta~ _group participated in the 
following ~ading p~radiqm: 
. .. .. 
" (1) ! performed task while talking aloud, acting 
·· as model as S observed~ 
"'"'' .. ' {2) ~performed same task while E instructed ~ . al~ud. 
(3) ·§. ·asked to perforin task wllile instructing .··. 
himself aloud • 
. . . . 
( 4)- ~ . p«:rform~ tas.k while whispering to , himse_lf. 
I , • • ( 5) §. performed the _task : cover:tly (while asked· 
to think of th~ instructio~s)~ 
, "' ' • ' ' ' ' I " 
'(Sa) s is asked to · repe-~t the direct.io~·s · wi tho~t:_P' 
. - . , . 
doing the task. : 
(6) ~ perform~d the ·task covertlr. . , . 
' , 
' • 
'.\.. '. · . The verbalizati~n ·paradigm of· this_ co~ert group is 
similar to that of Meichenpaum and Goodman (1971) with_the 
addition· of trials tsa and 16. Trial tsa was added ·to provide · 
I' 
· assurance -that S could recall the verbalization~. Although 
remembering them o~ertly · does not. mean to say- that he had 
actually -used them before on trial 5 in a mediational .manner, 
· (i.e.,.Luria's· "third stage") ., at least the probability of 
' . . 
this occurring· was increased if the possibi}ity of forgetting 
was eliminated. 
The overt-experimental grou.p · ':lllderwent ·a simila.r .· . 
. . ( 











'exceptions: trials 4 to 6 'were rehearsed o~t loud, thus 
·, . 
., .. 
·al.leviat~n-~ th.__e necessity of t~i~l Sa. 
The ~ollowing is an e~~ple qf a verbalizati9n which · 
, , 
was.rehearsed. · 
. j Okay, 'what do· I . hay.e···t.o do here? I. have to draw a line between fhe_J;wo X's .a~ons this road, ·without -.· 
touchi~g tpe sides~ ·Remember, if I go s~wly . I - -
can make · sure I_ don~ t. ~ouch th' sid_~s • . I •·11 ~tar~ . • 
at ~is X and make my way slowly towards ' the other ,. 
,··one .... I' 11 be careful· around the corners.· By doing 6 
· · it .slowly . and looking ahead to. see where to . go· rie.xt, 
I' 11 be sure to get it right. Good, I did it. · '· 
.. " . " . !Q . , . 
Ss in the attentional-control group were not provided 
with, and were not .aske~ · to. 'repeat, the ~etai.led instructions •. 
After having shown ~im how 'to perform the task, E asked s to 
-
complete the remaining five triais. 'At· times ·it was necessary 
. . 
to provide some help in iden~ifying objects in' cert~in picture~. 
' 
Two days_ after · the complet~on of the ~utorial· sessions, 
. . . 
{ 
. a female E, unknown to all Ss, administe~ed the MFF once 
- ~ . - . . 
--agairi. This was .done to eliminate experimenter -bias, as the 
male ! who perfo'rmed the training was aware of the group to 
which ea~h [ belonged. ~} ., 
RESULTS 
For the total sample tested with the MFF, . a Pearson . 
I . 
• , l . 
product mom~nt correlation . betw~e~ latency and ~umber of· 
errors was -.53 (~=94, · £<.01). This .is consistent with · 
~o·rrel~t_ion~ of . .;., . 30 tp -. 69 for sample~ pf school chW.d~­









, I f 0 
Latency. 
~- l~ ~ \ ·. . 
To ~injmiz~ error-contribu~ns variance, 
-... 
\. ' 
.~ \ . 
while ~ssessing ~he~.exten.t ·'!f th~ trea:m~nt ef.fe¢.t ., _ p,r.,.~-post· 
'diff~~ence scores wer~ caiculated .• 1he~e latency.difference 
. ' .. . ..... . . 
. ' ' . . -
~ . 
scores were analyzed· by a ·4 (Treatment,) x 2 · (Sex) analysis 
• • oC - • • .. " • ~ • ' - \0 
of variance design. ~he only s~~ificant'ef~ec~ ~as j th~. 
Tre.~tment ·effect, !:_(3,32)=1~.2·7, e.<.Ql . (Table 1•). Accordingly, 
' ' m~le and -~emal~ scor~s ~wer~ :jmbined' ~~~th~ · sub~equ~nt.mea~ : 
comparison test.· · ' 
Mean · l~tency . ftifferenee sco~eg.repr~sentin~ the ma~n 
.... ' 
' " treatmen~ e~fect are depicted. graphically ;irt Fig'ure 1. · · A . 
-<_ . . 'vf . . . . . • I ' . • 
Newman~Keu11i mean comparison te~t (Winer,· 1962) show.e.d a signific~nt ·, diff~~rice between (ex;,eriment~l .~nd ~ontr~i· groups 
(p<.Ol). Differences between 'the twq '~xperiment_al ·: groups 
wer.e not stat:.istically si.gnificant (£>. 05? Tabi~· 2) .• 
Sinc.e tlfere was no significarlt · di:fferehce between 
exper1mental group~'. thi~~ su<J#ests th~t. maxim~ effect of • 
t-he verbali~ation rehearsal method in modifyiqg impulsive._ 
'latencies was·· gained· through use of ei t:,her the covert fading 
. . ... 
~ sequence o~ the . ~o.ntim~al over~ method,~~ ~·i~~ . the "effects 
·. ~elling an'd practice on thb . tasks were nat s,ubstantial 
enough to warrant a signifi~ant increase . in the attent~onal~ 
co4tro~ ~rouP's .. lat~n.;, verba:izing Could ))e· a~ ~"'. 




Errors. Pre -pos t differe nce s cores were ana lyze d by · · 
· a 4 · lTreatmeht) x 2 (sex) analysis of vari ance 'design • . · 
. 
. .:. . ' 
' ...... 
' ' ) 
. ·: . . . · ·~· ~ . ::" 
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.;·~ .. TAmE 2 , .. 
...... 
..: Xeu1S ~tiple .Ccrrparisc:n of NE!wlm1 Group 
'.· Mean. Latency Difference Sa:>~ # -{ (;~. .. ' 
~ Sl=ntrol Attentiawll.- Co\lert OVei-t 
cmtrol 
~~ .., ~ 
Means 0.55 .·2.02 6.90 7.92 
... •• Calt.rQl 1.47 6.35 7. 37 
t<l 
'\) \ . Attentiooal- •• • •• 
catt.rol ·"4'.88, 5.90 
') 
. 
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As with latencY· scores, the only significant effect was the 
' 
" 0 
. Treatment e.ffect, F(3,32J=4 .• 96, E_< •. Ol (Table . . l>> Thus, male 
and female scores were combined for the subsequent anaYysis.' 
Error . difference scores representing a reduction of -
f . 
errors as a function ·of the main treatment effect are shown 
\1 
' . 
in Figure 2. A Newman-Keuls mean qomparis6n test (Winer , . · · 
. . . 
1962) showed a significant differe.nce between · experimental 
. ... . . 
gro~p~ and. one of th~e contr~l groups _ {~< ~ oy~ren~es 
,b~tween the e_xperimental· groups and the attentional-control 
.. . 
group as well as differences between the overt and covert 
. ; 
experimental groups "were not .statistically significant 
. 
Al~hough the difference in means between the experi-
·mental groups and the attent.ional-control group wa.s not . 
~ gre~t enough to .achiev~ s-tati.'stical• s 'ignificaric~J:· ! .frequency 
c;ount of the number of Ss ·in .. each group whose errbr score 
. - . 
_was reduced after tre'atment sup}>Ort~d the superiority of 
. . . 
. -' . . . . . . . 
·~th experimental'groups over the -attentional-control group . 
. . . 
Every §_ \( 10 o£ 10) in both experimental· groups achieve9 a 
. . . 
posi•tive;·difference Value (i.e.·, p're ~inUS posttreatment) 1 I) 
whi1e on·ly 7 of 10 Ss did so. in bo~h· .. th·~; at~eritlonal-·control1··::< 
"- -
.. , 
g'r.oup and c;;ontrol·-group. Acc<;>r:d.if19 ',to 'the Chi-Square 
. )' 
' ·· statistic, the former fre~ency -(10 of 10") .is significant 
·('X 2 =.10, E_<.Ol~) while·' the latter frequency (7 of 10) . is not:. 
. ' 
~i'qn{£ ~~aht . (~2 :=1. 6, . g~. OS; Table 5) . Thus the superiority . 
oL'both ovett and covert procec:lures relative to the ~ttentional­
control and control groups was ' evident.' " 
: .. 
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Newman - Keul.s fo\11 tiple ~- of Group .·: 
~ Error Difference. Srores · 
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<l:Xltrol Attentimal- ,b Covert 
ec:ntrol · r 
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swmnary. The cov_ert (fading) rehearsal proc~ 
. ·and the overt rehearsal procedure of self-dire.ctive task' 
. . 
strategy did not differ in their relative effect in 
' 
lengthening latency 'and ·decreasing errors. · I 
-. 
. '• / 
DISCUSSION. 
·Generall'y, the results of · th
1
is study support the 
. 
notion that st~ategy. training of one form or another is· 
.necessary_ to·· effectively modify . the impulsive style (Heider, 
/' 
1971: Kagan, et a.L, '1966; Meichenbaum and Goodman, 1971: . 
Ridb~rg, et al. ,· ·1971': Zelni,ker, et al., 1972). The success 
9f both verbal procedures further supports Vygotsky's .qeneral 
' ' I ' ' ' 
·contention that verbalizing _assists cont~ol over nonverbal 
behavior. 
The results did not support the prediction that overt -
rehearsal would be instrumeo~al i~ producing more . substantial 
ll 
effects thari would covert .rehea+sal. A reexamination of· both 
"· . the ·rati9nale and the design of the training procedure clar-
ifies . this finding. The studies ·from which the initial 
. 
prediction was made ~ere. concerned with specific learning 




or- as· inter~ering, · du.Jlng postt~ainin~ tasks, depending on ·· 
... ·.· 
whether the more important determinant of. success was · 
·attention :or .. mediation, respectively_. It was presumed that ' 
. l . 
such a · qistirictio~ would ·apply to other ~ess specific tasks!" 
.. 
. Although attentional variables are purported to be important 
· . 











·during so1uti·on of MFF items, the tasks employed duri.~g the · 
train.ing yhase differed in · nature and complexi t~ and thus<; 
in the relative importance of eith~r mediation or attent~on. 
"'\ 
Since both mediat+on and attention were exercised frequently 
during training, the initial advantage . of considering them 
separately was diminished. Also, the · partial similarity of 
the rehe'arsal patt~rns of b<;:>th experimental group.s may· have · 
contributed ·.to the lack of post test differences, sinae the 
.covert experimental group also exercised some ovez::t · rehearsal. · 
• 1 
Ari equally importan~ indirect finding of this study · 
i~ that even though o~ert rehearsal is likely to interf~re 
. 
with posttrajning mediation 
learned .ta!?k. (e.g. , ·Murray, 
. 
activity during a specific · . 
19 6 7) , this pheno.menon. do·e ·s__£c t 
apply to more general tasks requiring ~rarch strategy before 
responding. 
The experimental g-roups • improved-r.esl?onse strategy, 
re;~lected in the M.FF pos.ttest resul·ts, suggests that • both 
. the overt · rehearsal procedure and· the improv.ed covert fading 
·procedure were usefu~ in teachtng seven and· eight-year o~s 
. . 
the general skill of generating covert verbal mediation • . 
· rn addition~ it seems likely that the training . procedure 
resulted in increasing general ?Omprehension and this Would 
also make a minor contribution ·to ~uccess during posttesting. 
,. 
· Therefore, i~ appears that overt commands rehearsed during 
. . 
. training can be assumed to spon~aneously transfer to the 
. 
covert mode f9r use after t~ainin~. This is a valuable 
. . I 
. . 
· .. 










applied finding worthy of further inve~tiqatio11.·· . Use o~ an 
. overt rehearsal technique with ~mall grou~~ pro~ be, 
. ~ . 
an economical and use~l. way of modifying ~mpulsiye ~tyles 
in the ·classroom. 'Having _pupils repeat materials out loud . 
. in unison has. frequently proved to - ~ ~n effective ~method 
. of tea<;hinq academic .sltills: this method may w~ll be 
beneficial in teaching subgroups of impulsive children to · 
' . . ' . . 
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I' . t. Directions and . Sample · Items · f .rom · 
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"I am going to show you a picture of something ·you know 
and then some pictures that look like it. You will · have 
.... . / . 
to point tO the picture on this .bottom page (point). that. l.S 
jl;ls..t like th.e one on thi\top _·page (point)·~ . Let's .do some 
for practice." ~ shows· practice items ·and helps the child t:o 
find the correct answer. "Now we are going to· do some that. 
are .. a iittle bit harder. You will see a p_icture on top and six 
pi~tures on the bottom. Find the on~)that is just like . the 
one on top and point to it." 
~ will · record latency to first response toAthe half~ 
·. second, total number of errors for each item and the order 
in which the er'rors are made. If s is correct, E will praise. 
ttvr:onq, ~"ill say, "No, th.it is not the\iqht-orle.· ,Find 
the one that· is just like this one (point) • " Continue to 
' ., 
code responses (not times) until ~hild makes a maximum of 
.si~ err~rs or gets the item correct... lf incorrect, E <iill 
s~ow the right answer. 
. 
It is ' necessary to hav~ a stand to place the test booklet 
on so that both the·stimulus and the alternatives are clearly 
Visible to . the .~ ~the same time • · '!'he two p;oqe s should be 
practically at right angles to~ne another. 
Note: It is 'des.irable to enclose each ·page in clea~ jl~s~i.c 
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T~sks and Ins~ructions for 
Modification ~rocedures 
' . 
" . : I 
. - .. 
. • .. . 
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1 ' • ) / : 
Okay'· what do 1: have to do1 I . am · to draw a line · 
.. 
between ·these . two X 's along this roi>d, without touching ~· 
.the' sides. ' Remember I . if I. go slowly I can. ~a~e ·.sure I ·. 
don•t . touc~e sides. 
·way slowly~ards ~he 
· I'll start at this X and make my 
. . ·. 
other one. I'll. be caret'ul around 
,. 
the. corners. "'By doing it slowly I and lo<;>king anead to ·. . 
see where _to gone~~, I'll be sure to .~et it right . 
. . 
od • d'd . ( Go 1 I ~ · ~ t, . ; 
Simil~r instructions -for Trials 2-~. 
I • 
'·· 
Accompan~ing ex.ercise . is adapted from the Develop-_ 
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Okay, what do .. I have to do here? I have to draw 
a 'line from . this arrow over to this arrow, wit.hou~ g'etting 
. . .,. 
stuck up any blocked roads~ 'Starting with my pencil at 
.·this arrow, I '11 make my way . slowly towards . the other one. 
. . . . . . ' . 
·r ·have to keep watching where to''turn ·so .that · I won't 
g~t stuck. By g~~ng slowly I won't touch the sides of 
.the road -and I won't cut any corners . - . : I' 11 just . take ·my 
' "' 
,t -time and keep looking ahead ... ·Good I I did it. 
' 
· .... 
.. . .. . 
'~. ·. 
Sbnilar instructions for Trials 2-6 • . 
. . . 
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-Task 3 : · 
. '- · 
Trial. 1 
. ' . '. 
What• is· i.'t '· that I · 'am to do? I · am to . find ''the one 
figure . . that· does -not·· belo~g ~h- the oth.er~~ 
figures are exactly the same ajd I .. am to put 
'\:, 




Twp o~ . the 
an X on the 
.. ,. 
..J •. 
O.K., let's look at each figure slowly and carefully. 
... 
· .. · . 
This .figure has (lines, circ~~s, squares.) going this way. · 
.: . .. 
. . . ' . 
Let's find another one that looks the · same. Remember, by . ~ 
:...c 
·· looking at ~ach p~rt' oi the fi~ure slowly arid carefully, 
.'·1'•11 be .able ·to find ·another that lE>oks-exactly like it. 
I o. • o , ~ ' • 
~ ' 
· After I-'ve found t.Qe. two th~t are alike ·r can p.ut an x .on 
. ' 
':. 
·the d.i'fferent 'one . 
•, 
:-... . 
.- O.K., rernember'if I go slowly and take-my time, · 
. . 
c~ecking my. ~sw~rs; I' 11 be sur.e .to find the .right one_. 
.. 
. -· [ 
·Similar ·instructions for T.rials ·2-6 •. 
' ' 
Accompanying figure is fro~ Reading--Thinking Skills 
' . . . ..• 
. , 
,. . ,' 
/ ' (Con~inental Preas. i : l~7l). 
.• 
··.·· 
. .' ..... ·~ .. 
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What_ do I have to do? You see the pic'ture of. the 
.~ 
dogs on this· side ~f ,the ~agef . ·Well, over here are some 
more ·just like them out they are hidin'g so that we can 
.. 
only se·e ·part.s, ot them. We hdve to try and find as many 
as we can. () Before I s~art, I must remember to go slo~ly 
and look carefully at···'every part of. the p~ge so th'a .t I can 
find as many as I can. · I'm goirlg to take a good slow look 
. . 
, at the whole pag~ befd~e I start 'pointing . ... 
Similar instructions for the last four .t~ials .wi\h ..e 
· pictur~~ of fish_, shoes, bott~es and tools. 
Acc~mpanyi~g . f i gures are from the Illinois Tes t 'of 
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Do you see th.ese . four objects here? ·.One of them do.es 
not ·belong with the others . . 'I a1f1 going to look at each one 
slowly and carefully to find out which three are alike in 
" some way. I have to name something that those three have in 
conunon. 
Let's see, ·this is a lawn mower and it is used for · 
cutting _gra"ss. This is a . paint brush and <Ne use it · ~o . pail\t 
thi~gs. · This is a pair of scissors~ What does· it do? I~ . 
cuts paper. And this is an ax which cuts wood. 
Now ~hich three are alike? Well, the lawn mower, 
scissors, a~d ax are alike in that they cut. So the paint · 
. , 
brush is the .one that does not belo~~ ~~th th~ others. 
,• 
Trial 2 
Now . \et ':s look at these objects siow~y and cc3:refully 
. to find out ~ich three · are alike in some way. Let's see, 
' this ·is a vacuum cleaner,,· and it is .used to· clean carpets· 
. ) . 
and things . . And this is a~washe~: it is Used for washing and 
' · 
cleaning clothes. This is a sewing machine, and it' is used. - ~ 
. <l' ............. . . 
. ~o make and mend things., And this is a snow plow; it is -
used to c l.ean up the snow. 
Now which three . are ali~e? ·:Well, the vacuum cleane~, 
the .washer and the snow plo~ :are a 'iike in tha:t they ·all clea~; 
so the sewing machine . is the one that does ndt belong with 
• 
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Similar . in~tructions for Trial 3 (the screwdriver, 
. saw, and hammer ·are all used to build things), ·Trial 4 (t~e ' 
,• 
·. c1:1p, tape and scale are all used to m~asure things) , Trial 
•• J 
·s (the fridge, ice container and fan are ' all use'd to make' 
I .o ~ 
things -cold) and Trial 6 (the radiator, sun, and sto~e are 
all used to make things .. hot) • 
-Accompanyi~g figures are from Reading-Thip.king .-s~ills 
(Continental Press, 197·1) . 
• Q 
. . 
Note: I~entical instructions did· not apply to all·trials. 
Thus ~he .covert ·group•s frial tSa con~is~ed of asking 
..,..,.. ~ . 
s 'to repeat the learned strategy of el(amit:ing · all 
bf the p~ctures carefully before deciding on how 
three of them were alike. 
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Task :6 · · 
Trial 1 · 
,. 
Okay, · what·_. i _s it that i have to do?' See this figure . ..: 
_here, · I . have .to find another figure ~o~g these that looks 
exactly like it. 
- . 
• F~.rst, let's look at this figure sldw~1 · a~d c~r~fu~~~ > ··. 
. to see how .it go~s -(outl~ne the "standard" with pencil 
·p<;>int:-'· Now.let•?Iook at .each of these carefully. · Is 
( ~-
.. thfs one different? ·Yes; bec·ause t~is part of it goes like ·. 
this. - What · about this one? It is different too. This next 
one looks the sam~. I '.d better check_' the last _one just to -
. make ·!?Ure • . 
. . . 
Yes·, this third .one is exactly the ·. sa.n\e. 
' ' 
Good , 
. . . 
· by ~going slowLy/and carefully anP. checking each qne, I -'ll 
: o'e. sure to ge.t it right. 
Similar instructions for Trials ~~6. 
' Accompanying figures are fro~ :Re~ding-Thinking Skills 
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Trial 1 ? 
These pictures are . arranged in a mixed-up '·orde.r. I 
•' 
have to put them in a pro·per order so that they will tel1 
a sensible story.· 
Let 1 s loqk at each one slowly and carefu~ly so· that. 
we can see what ·is happening. In this f i'rst one, it seems t;:o 
be snowing out • All . these dots here look like snow. Ii'P -this 
second one, the sun looks· like it is shining. There seems 
to be grass on the ground, but no 
the .third one, there seems to · be 
the top <;>f the fen'ce and also on 
leaves on ;!Je bushes. ·On 
snow ~rr{ gr'o~nd , ·.and-on 
the Jrees. . So the middle · 
picture snol,lld come first before the. snow, and -then this one, u. 
where it is snowing. And finally~. this one where the snow 
. . 
has finished falling. See, by iooking at each one slowly . 
. . 




Let .' s look at these next: ones slowly and caref_ully_, so 
that we can arrange th.em. in the r ig.ht order. . This first one 
is a picture of some flowers blooming'. I'n .'the second one, 
. ' 
· the buds .of the flowers are just corning out of the ground. 
In the third one·, . someone is planting the seeds in the ground . 
......> 
Let 1 s see, this one should come first, and then this 
\ . 
one, and f i~ally this_ one, where the flowers . are blooming. 
( . 
Simil_ar instructions for Trials 4-6. 
t-1 Accornp~ying figures are from Reading-'l'hinking Skills 
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~ .'· . 
.. 
. ' 
,. [ .. 
. . .... 
, ; -~ . 
/' ·\ ... ·:·.~ -. 
You see this thing here? 
- .......... . · 
'~.,. ... " 
wba't is· ·it? It ~ is a'cone 
0 • • ' . • 
c. ( t."l 
· from a tree ,. It belongs ··to one of these three things over. :· 
11ere . · '·We have ·;o find .wl)ich. on~ it . is. L;,t' S look at e<ich , r 
' •' I 
one slowly and caref~lly. 
. 
"Tbis . fi~st · one : ~s a house plant: Look, it is growing 
' .. ~·4 .. . 
"' ' in ·a pot. And· ~hi.s one he.re 'is a bus~y tr'ee with ,leaves on 
it. And this last one is an evergreen tree. Now, which o{ 
- ~ 
these does the ' cone go with? Well, it has to be this one, 
because the only trees th.at hav~ cones are evergreen tree.s. 
. By look'ing . at each o~e slowly,. we c:an tel'l exactly · 
w}:1at it is ·and that way we will be· able to find the right· · · . 
one. 
' . 




' What is this thing here, on top of the r-oof·of a house? 
.. ' 
, . I . 
It' ip a T.V . . anterln~. Which: · ~.ne of these does it t!Jelong. J:o? 
• J 
Bet's 'look at eact} one slowly and. ~arefully ... 
• This -first 
a tap~er. 9ne is ~ fe~evision set. · . ' ~ . 
And .this one is 
~ 
' 
. ' . 
Do you see the tape reels on the top of it? 
·And~th~s.one is a telephon~, see ·the dial and the receivei? 
Now which one does the antenna go witlJ,? ·weli, it has ·to be · 
.. 
th'is ·&ne, he cause a t~pe recorder and .a telephone do J)Ot 
· : !;iave antennas . . · " f 
. !f we go about this .slowly a;d 'care~u 1~ '• we can get 
it right. 
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62 
· Simiiar instruction's for Trial· 3 (tap belongs -to the 
' l· .. 
Tria·l 4. (life saver goes ~ith the bq,at) , · Tr·ial 5 
~· . . . . 
.-
•' . (l~dder belongs to the fire truck), an~ Tri~i 6 (perch 
. - . 
goes with. the bird cag~) ·.- . 
. figure~ · ~r~~~· ~eaditlg-.Thlnking 
. .. .. . . . 
. . . 
Skills / .. ..~ccompan~ing 
I ' • • • ' 
(tontin~ntal Pr~ss, 1~~1} .. 




.Th~s the cov~rt gro~p's trial.tsa · consi~t~d of asking. 
.§_ .to · repeat the lear!led st.rategy of ·examining all of 
the ,pictures slowly and carefully ' before . deaiding 
· 011.. ·his choice'. · 
' .. 
.. 
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.. 
Task 9 f 
' • Trial 1 
~ ' : :,, 
What am I supposed to do?· Look caref.u~ly at the 
string ·of beads in the first row. · ·T..hey are 'strung · in a 
certain order or pattern. First ther~ . is a round bead, then · 
i\;~ • . . 
a square ~ne, then an ova·l one, and.th~n a round one again, 
...... 
' followed by a square, followed· by an ovali then another 
round one. F·r:om these· ·four over here, we have to· choose 
tpe one' that" s'hould. come next. Let Is see ... since a squar·e 
~ 
followed a round one here, and also over here; the square 
should come next right here. 
B~ taking my time, and . ~lowly checking to see what 
order the beads are~in, I'll be sure to get it righi. : 
Trial 2 
I 
' o·.K., let's .look at this row of beads slowly to see 
what order they are in. First, t.here i .s a square, the~ a 
. . 
triangle, then a round one. Then another square, followed ' 
#.· 
by · a triangle, followed by a round one, then ·another square . 
Which one should ~orne next? L~t 1 s s~e ... the order of these 
'beads seem to'be like this: square, triangle, circle; then' 
another square, 'tr'iimgle, circle. · So after the square 
should come another triangle. 
I ' , 
... . 
I 
By tak'ing ' .my time, and slowly checking to see what 
ordei these beads are ln, I'll be sure to get it right:. 
Similar i~struct{ons for trial~ 3-6. 
Accompanying 
( ) 
- ~~nental Pre.~~, 
figures are from Reading-Thinking Skills 
f!' 
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Task. io " 
Trial 1 
f .. What·do I have to do here7 Something is wr~ng.with 
· this picture. I must look a~ -it slow~y and 'caiefully 
( . -~ ' 
~hat is foolish: · 1 · 
t.o: .. 
f~nd ou~ ~hat is wren~, or 
·. What is hap,pening in tl)is one-? 
. . / 
Here ' is a. cow·, and 
. ' 
thi·s ·must be a farmer .. . fie has just 'finished milking the 
• 
. cow and 'is now pouring the milk into a .. .. a basket! Well, 
.. 
that is foolish because ·a basket does not ho'ld milk . 
By looking at the picture slowly and carefully, 
. '· 
before + answer, I can be sure . to get {t right. 
" Simi~ar instructions for Trial 2 {cutting wood with . 
scissors), Trial 3 (rabbit with a squirrel's tail), Trial . 
4 (lady we~r ing a coat in mid-summer) , Trial 5 (di v_ing 
board over a plastic,· shallow pool) ·' and Trial 6·( (bill board 
sig~.upside down). 
Accompanying fig~r7s are from Reading-T~inkin9 Skills 
(Continental Press, 1971). 
-'. 
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